Tap into our
high-caliber global
talent pool

The technology industry is experiencing
a crippling talent gap
Job vacancy rates among technology companies in North America are substantial and have been
increasing at an alarming rate. Critical roles including data science, machine learning, mobile
development, and cloud computing have job vacancy rates between 42% and 58% in core markets.
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Critical roles include: data science, machine learning, mobile development, and cloud computing
Sources: LinkedIn Job Search (11/2019) and the CBRE 2019 Scoring Tech Talent Report
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Your speed to market is impacted by the quantity and quality of
your talent
When you limit your talent search to the US, you limit the quantity and quality of talent you can attract
in an already aggressively competitive labor market. In the markets listed above, there are more than
43,000 open positions for critical tech-based roles. When these roles are left unfilled or under-filled,
your ability to innovate and gain a competitive edge is hindered.

Tap into our high-caliber global talent pool
MobSquad has identified 30,000 highly-skilled software engineers and developers from around
the world. More than 1,000 of these candidates have been code-tested, pre-qualified for fast-track
immigration to Canada and are ready to be deployed on a nearshored basis - working exclusively for
you - in one of our state-of-the-art offices across the country.

MobSquad Talent Roster Highlights:

Global
talent
access
Our global talent comes from a pool

of over 30,000 skilled tech profiles.

Master’s
Degree
45% of our talent roster has a
technology-based Master’s.

Industry
experience
Our talent roster has an average of

6.9 years of industry experience.

Working
nearshored
in Canada

Our talent can be deployed and ready
to work in 4

to 6 weeks vs. the

typical 6 to 12 months.

PhD
Degree
10% of our talent roster has a
technology-based PhD.

Highest
demand
skills
80% of our talent are in the five
most difficult roles to fill.

Contact our team for your
tech talent needs
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Merv Carter, Partnerships
merv@mobsquad.io
USA		
1 (213) 320-7996
Canada		
1 (250) 826-0617

Nicole Baynham, Partnerships
nicole@mobsquad.io
USA		
1 (605) 263-1490
Canada		
1 (604) 764-0363

